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NEW BOOKS 
ROBERT MILNE and CHRISTOPHER STRACHEY. A Theory @f Programming Language 
Semantics, (Chapman and Hall, London, 1976) f15.00, 2 Volumes 858 pages. 
This book is the scier:tific will and testament of Christopher Strachey whose premature death was 
felt as a major loss by the whole computing community. One should be very grateful to Robert 
Milne, coauthor of the book, to have assumed the major task of bringing the initial draft to 
completion. The book as it stands may be the most developed attempt to formalize the description of 
programming languages, as independently as possible from the specific features of each of them. 
Chapter one : Fundamental concepts. Formal descriptions. Syntactic domains. Textual notions. 
Temporal notions. Sequencing notions. Semantic domains. Types. Abstractions. Declarations. 
Chapter two : Mathematical foundations. me graph model. Space;. Mappings. Construction 
domains. Comparing domains. 
Chapter three : Standard semantics. The general form of the semantics equations. An informal 
description of SAL. The operations on the domains. The semantics equations for SAL. Some 
elementary properties of the semantic equations. Elementary equivalences. Further standard uses of 
the semantic equations. Restricted equivalences. Recursive procedures. 
Chapter foul- : Store semantics. State vectors. Recursive equations. The congruence between 
standard semantics and store semantics. Interpreters. The identity between store semantics and 
consecution semantics. The conformity between consecution semantics and control semantics. 
Chapter fiJe : Stack semantics. Idealized version of realistic implementation. Preparation for an 
inductive proof. The congruence between store semantics and stack semantics. Compilers. The 
identity between stack semantics and consecution semantics. The conformity between consecution 
semantics and pointer semantics. 
RICHARD BIRD, Pqrams and Machines - (An introduction to the Theory of Computation), (John 
R. 
Wiley, New York, 1976) $15.00, x + 214 pages. 
This is a textbook for undergraduate or first year graduate students in computer science who desire 
a self containled introduction to the theory of computation. The author is teaching at the University 
of Reading (UK). 
1. Programs and machines. 2. The equivalence of proprams. 3. Algorithms and universal machines. 
4. UnsolvablL decision problems. 5. The correctness of programs. 6. The definition of functions by 
recursion. 7. The fixed point theory of recursion. 8. Application of the fixed point theory. 
AGUILAR (ed.), Formal Languages and Programming (North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1976) 
Df1.40.00, x + 129 pages. 
Proceedings of a Seminar organized by UAM-IBM Scientific Center, Madrid, Apri! 1973. W. 
Aguilar is director of the IBM Scientific Center attached to the Universidad Autonoma de Madrid. 
On a class If schematic languages (K. Indermsrk). Inference for regular bilanguages (C. Pair). 
Extensible pyogramming languages (M.A. Melkanoff). Conversational languages and ,structured 
interactive programming (I. Kupka). Some implications of shared variables (AD. Falkoff). Une 
caracterisatic n des parties reconnaissables (M.P. Schiitzenberger). Extensions er restrictions de 
grammaires algebriques (M. Nivat). A survey of context-free grammar forms (S. Ginsburg). 
Sequential and parallel rewriting (A. Salomas). 
Jourzrkes Algorithmi ematique de France, Ast&:sque no. 38-39, 1976. Proceedings of 
an advanced seminar held in Ecole Normale Superieure, Paris, December 1975. 
One can subscribe to Asterisque or order a single issue from Offilib, 48 rue Gay-Lussac, 75005, 
Paris, France. 
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Dificult logical theories and their computer approximations (G. Ausielloj. Efficient computation of 
algebraic ontinued fractions (W.F* Churchouse). Planaritd et aEg&bricit& (R.Corij. Lower bounds by 
Galois’theory (E. EnJgelerj. Hierarchies de complexit et r6ductions entre probt’mes (P. Fiajolet et 
J.M. Steyaertj. Automorphismes de graphes et planaritt (M. Fontet). Group-rheorical investigations 
on computers II (3,. Gerhardsj. Der Satz von Chomsky-Schiitzenberger und die schwtsrste 
kontext-freie Sprache von S. Greibach (G. Hotz). EvaIuation simultan6e de plusieurs foames 
bilin6aires (J.C. Lafon). Algorithmes fondamentaux en alg&bre commutative (IX Lazard). Calculs 
dans les alggbres de Idie libres: la s6rie de Hausdorff et le problema de Bumside (3. Michel). 
Factorisa.tion des polynames sur un corps iini (M. Mignottej. Transformations de Fourier disc&es (J. 
Morgensternj. Algorithmes d’optimisation en nombres entiers (J.L. Nicole3). An introduction to 
Boolean function complexity (M.S. Paterson). Calcul dans un monoide fini d,: ‘ransformations (J.-F. 
Perrot). On the time required to recognize properties of graphs from their adjqceijzy matrices (R.L. 
Rhrest and J. Vuilfemin). The production of partial orders (A. Sch6nhagej. Sur une caract&isation 
des parties reconnaissables d’un monol’de libie (M.P. Schiitzenbergerj. Space-time tradeoffs in 
computations (LG. Valiactj. La complexit du calcul des polyn6mes (J.P. Van de Wielej. Quelques 
algorithmes de permutations (G. Yiennot). 
